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1 Introduction

The Web Service Business Process Execution Language 2.0 (WS-BPEL 2.0 [20], BPEL for short) is one option for workflow execution in the Web service platform, which realizes a SOA [25]. A BPEL process model defines a process by orchestrating Web services and is exposed as a Web service itself. The process model contains different types of entities for defining the process logic such as partner links for linking the Web services involved in the service orchestration, variables holding process data, basic activities for interacting with Web services and data handling, structured activities for defining the control-flow of the process and enabling compensation-based recovery. The process model is deployed on a BPEL engine which executes process instances based on the process model.

Process execution results in state changes of the BPEL entities involved in the execution. For example, a process instance is first instantiated, is then running for a while, and at some point will either be completed successfully, faulted, or exited purposely using a BPEL exit activity. The states and the state transitions are part of the state model (or alternatively event model) of each BPEL entity. To some extent, state models for the different BPEL entities can be derived from the operational semantics of BPEL. State models, however, are not explicitly defined in the BPEL specification and in particular the specification does not prescribe, which events the BPEL engine has to expose to the outside for monitoring purposes. Thus, BPEL engine implementations differ in the event models they support.

Events are typically saved in the audit trail or are published on a messaging infrastructure used for passive monitoring of process execution. In addition to passive monitoring, it is often desirable to enable external applications to actively influence the process execution. That includes, for example, suspending and resuming the execution of a process instance or adapting the process logic of a process instance by skipping some of the process activities. In both cases, an external application (rather than the process engine) triggers state transitions of BPEL entities.

Khalaf et al. [11] present an architecture for an event-based modification of the runtime of a BPEL process. Outgoing messages are sent from the BPEL engine to a generic controller signalling state changes in the process. Custom controllers can register at the generic controller to receive outgoing events. To be able to react on events and influence the process execution the state model defines incoming events, which control the execution: The execution of the process instance is blocked until explicitly being unblocked by a message (incoming event) sent by a custom controller. Such an incoming
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event unblocks the process instance and triggers a state transition from the outside. For instance, a custom controller receiving the event that an activity is Ready for execution can send an appropriate incoming event back to the generic controller instructing it to skip that activity. This “adaption action” results in a state transition from Ready to Completing and a corresponding outgoing event Activity_Executed. To avoid contradicting incoming events, for each incoming event at each activity instance, only one custom controller is allowed to send incoming events. We call this controller blocking custom controller.

This report presents an engine-independent WS-BPEL 2.0 event model. It supports both passive monitoring and active control of process execution by external applications. Some of the assumptions in the presented event model are inspired by a particular implementation, e.g. fault handling and compensation; however they are kept as general as possible, so that they can be mapped on other engine-specific approaches to tackle faults and support compensation. In addition, the report draws on the experience of some of the authors in business process management and software development. The overall BPEL event model consists of a set of event models for the different types of BPEL entities that change their states: processes, process instances, general activities, scope activities, invoke activities, loops, links, variables, partner links, and correlation sets. The event model is used by the authors of the report in several projects, all utilizing process life cycle events in different scenarios.

1.1 Changes from the BPEL4WS 1.1 Event Model

An event-model for BPEL4WS 1.1 has been presented by Karastoyanova et al. [8]. WS-BPEL 2.0 is the successor of BPEL4WS 1.1 and introduced new activities. We adapted the event-model by Karastoyanova et al. to reflect these changes and also honored the experiences we made by applying the BPEL4WS 1.1 event-model in cross-partner transaction transactions [18] and cross-process monitoring [27].

The former event model introduced blocking events: A state transition was not allowed to be done unless another event produced by an application external to the BPEL processor arrived. In case there were two options (such as skipping an activity or letting the activity execute), an additional state has been introduced. In the current version of the event model, additional states have been introduced, even if the subscriber only has one choice.

The state charts were modified such that a subscriber to the events does not need to know whether there is a blocking subscriber. For instance, the state Executed (formerly called Waiting) is always passed after the activity has finished execution. A detailed list of changes is provided at the description of each state chart.
1.2 Overview

In the following sections, we present the state models. We begin with a short note on the UML syntax used in Section 2. Process states are presented in Section 3. Activity states are presented in Section 5. Scope states are presented in Section 6. Invoke states are presented in Section 7. Loop states are presented in Section 8. Link states are presented in Section 9. Variable states are presented in Section 10. Minimum information to be contained in the events is presented in Section 11. A reference to an implementation and references to projects building on the presented eventing framework is provided in Section 12. The presented event model is geared towards adaptation. We discuss in Section 13 the modifications necessary for a monitoring-only event model. Finally, Section 14 concludes the report.
2 Syntactical Notes

Each event model is presented in an UML state diagram [19] describing the possible states and state transitions. For each state transition we define (i) the activating trigger, which may be an engine-internal behavior or an external incoming event, and (ii) the outgoing event fired as a result of a state transition. An incoming event written in bold denotes the default transition. That means, if no custom controller is subscribed as sender of this event, this condition of the transition is immediately treated as true.

The presentation of each state model follows following pattern: First, the UML state diagram is given. It is followed by a short description of the contained states, the outgoing events, and the incoming events. Subsequently, the changes from the previous BPEL 1.1 event model are described. Each presented state model is concluded by a discussion on missing features.
3 Process State Model

A process model has to be deployed on a process engine to enable execution of it. After a BPEL process model is deployed, the process model may be instantiated after the receipt of a message. Usually, there are multiple instances for a process model.

Figure 3.1 presents the event model for the life cycle of a process model.

![Process Model State Chart](image)

Figure 3.1: Process Model State Chart

3.1 States

**Undeployed**  The process model is not deployed on the engine any more.

**Deployed**  The process model is deployed on the engine.

**Initial**  This is the initial state of the process model. It is not deployed on an engine.

3.2 Outgoing Events

**Process_Deployed**  This event is fired whenever a new BPEL-process is deployed into a BPEL engine. This event is fired once for each process model. The other process events are fired for each process instance.

**Process_Undeployed**  This event is fired when a process model is undeployed.
3 Process State Model

3.3 Incoming Events

There are no incoming events defined.

3.4 Changes from the Previous Version

- The former event model did not distinguish between process model and process instance.
- The event Process_Undeployed has been introduced.
- The state Undeployed has been introduced.

3.5 Missing Features

It is not possible to suspend a whole process model using one message. That means, it is impossible to suspend all instances of the process model with one message.

Re-deployment of a process model is not possible. This is a discussion of handling different versions of a process model: Are two process models with the same URI the same process model? We decided to treat them differently. Furthermore, re-deployment of the same process model also leads to proceed from state Initial.
4 Process Instance State Model

Figure 4.1 presents the event model for the life cycle of an instance of a process model.

The implicit scope generated by the process activity is treated as scope activity and not by the process instance model. The scope activity is described in Section 6.

The event model allows for rerunning the process itself. Before triggering a rerun, the states of the activities have to be changed as desired.

Figure 4.1: Process Instance State Chart
4 Process Instance State Model

4.1 States

**Completed** The process instance completed successfully.

**Completing** The process instance completed. An external subscriber may trigger a rerun of the instance.

**Exited** The process instance exited successfully.

**Exiting** The process instance exited. An external subscriber may trigger a rerun of the instance.

**Faulted** The process instance is faulted: A fault reached the boundary of a process activity.

**Faulting** A fault reached the boundary of a process activity. An external subscriber may trigger a rerun of the instance.

**Initial** The process model is deployed and ready for instantiation.

**Instantiated** The process model is instantiated.

**Running** The process instance is running.

**Suspended** The process instance is suspended. Note that the BPEL specification itself does not make any statements about suspending and resuming a process instance.

4.2 Outgoing Events

**Instance_Completing** This event is fired, when a process may finish successfully. That means, the process is not terminated by a fault or by an exit activity.

**Instance_Completed** This event is fired, when the process instance is in the state Completing and the event Continue is received. In case the state Completing is non-blocking, the event is fired automatically.

**Instance_Exiting** This event is fired, when a process instance is terminated through execution of an exit activity.

**Instance_Exited** This event is fired, when the process instance is in the state Exiting and the event Continue is received. In case the state Exiting is non-blocking, the event is fired automatically.

**Instance_Faulting** This event is fired, when a process should be terminated by a fault that was not handled and propagated to the implicit fault-handler of the root-scope of the process.
4.3 Incoming Events

**Instance_Faulted**  This event is fired, when the process instance is in the state **Faulting** and the event **Continue** is received. In case the state **Faulting** is non-blocking, the event is fired automatically.

**Instance_Running**  This event is fired, when a process instance starts running after being instantiated or resumed.

**Instance_Suspended**  This event is fired when a process instance is suspended, e.g. a breakpoint is reached or an external request for suspension is received by the engine.

**Process_Instantiated**  The event is fired, when a process is instantiated. This happens if an instance-creating extension activity instantiates a process or if a message is a message is received by a **pick** or **receive** activity with the attribute `createInstance=yes`.

### 4.3 Incoming Events

**Continue**  This event lets the process instance reach a final state.

**Rerun**  This event triggers a (potentially partial) rerun of the process instance. The concrete rerun effects are dependent on the states of the activities. The states of the activities may be changed during the states **Completing**, **Exiting**, **Faulting**, and **Suspended**.

**Resume_Instance**  This event leads the process instance to resume.

**Suspend_Instance**  This event triggers a suspension of the process instance.

### 4.4 Changes from the Previous Version

- The event **Instance_Terminated** has been renamed to **Instance_Exited**. Accordingly, the state **Terminated** has been renamed to **Exited**. WS-BPEL 2.0 introduced the new concept of termination handling, with a different meaning than **Instance_Terminated** implied.

- New states **Completing**, **Exiting**, and **Faulting** added. The corresponding events **Instance_Completing**, **Instance_Exiting**, **Instance_Faulting**, **Continue**, and **Rerun**. This allows the process modeler to append process logic even if the last activity of the process was executed or to take other corrective actions.
4.5 Missing Features

It is not possible to suspend a whole process model using a single message. That means, it is impossible to suspend all instances of the process model with one message.

The event model does not allow for compensating a complete process instance as required by the BPEL sub-process extension [4], but disallowed in the current WS-BPEL 2.0 specification.

There is no possibility to reach a final state from the Suspended state. If the process instance should be killed during suspension, it has to be resumed and then killed (via the Exiting state).

An explicit triggering of a process exit is not possible.
The state chart presented in Figure 5.1 presents the general state chart for all BPEL activities. The state charts of invokes, scopes, and loops contain additional states and are presented in Section 7, Section 6, and Section 8.
5 Activity State Model

5.1 States

**Completing** The activity completed execution, but waits for an external event to fully complete.

**Completed** The activity completed execution and does not need to wait for an external event. In this state, the engine starts to handle the outgoing links of the activity.

**Dead** The activity was marked dead by the engine’s dead-path-elimination (DPE) mechanism.

**Executing** The activity executes.

**Faulted, Fault Propagated** The activity faulted and the fault was propagated to the enclosing scope.

**Faulted, Fault Not Propagated** The activity faulted and the fault was not propagated to the enclosing scope due to an external event.

**Inactive** The activity is not executing, but waiting for becoming ready for execution.

**Initial** The activity’s initial state. The transition from **Initial** to **Inactive** is dependent on the concrete engine implementation. For instance, the children of a **sequence** activity may be inactive as soon as the **sequence** activity is inactive or the preceding activity in the **sequence** activity has completed.

**Ready** The activity is ready for execution.

**Terminated** The activity is terminated.

**Waiting for Propagation Request** The activity waits for an external event, which decides whether the fault should be propagated to the enclosing scope or suppressed. The propagation is BPEL’s default behavior.

5.2 Outgoing Events

**Activity_Completed** This event is fired when an activity is in the state **Completing** and the event **Complete_Activity** is received. In case the state **Completing** is non-blocking, the event is fired automatically.

**Activity_Dead_Path** This event is fired, when an activity was marked dead by the engine’s dead-path-elimination (DPE) mechanism implementation. This is the case if the **joinCondition** evaluates to false and **suppressJoinFailure** is set to yes.
5.3 Incoming Events

**ActivityExecuting** This event is fired, when an activity starts its execution (for activities like pick, receive and onMessage this event is fired, when starting to wait for incoming messages, not when the actual message is received). For instance, in the case of a `receive` activity, this event is fired as soon as the `receive` activity waits for an incoming message. In other words, this event is triggered before the actual message is received.

**ActivityExecuted** This event is fired, when the execution of an activity is finished. The engine changes to the state `Completing`.

**ActivityFaulted** This event is fired when an activity is skipped or aborted because of a fault that occurred within the activity. It can also be fired if a fault of its child scopes was not handled.

**ActivityReady** This event is fired, when an activity becomes ready to execute. This is the case as soon as the activity is inactive, all incoming links are evaluated, and the join-condition is true. In case of a sequence activity, the activity before the current activity has to be completed additionally.

**ActivityTerminated** This event is fired, when an activity is terminated. It can also be fired if a fault in a preceding activity of the same scope is not handled.

5.3 Incoming Events

**CompleteActivity** This event unblocks the state `Completing` and leads to a completion of the activity.

**Continue** This event tells the engine to propagate the fault to the enclosing scope.

**SkipActivity** This event may be sent when the activity is in the state `Ready`. The execution of the activity is skipped and the state immediately changes to `Completing`.

**StartActivity** This event may be sent when the activity is in the state `Ready` and leads to a normal activity execution.

**SuppressFault** The fault is discarded and not propagated to the enclosing scope.

**TerminateActivity** The execution of an activity may be terminated by this event.

In case an activity is not executed, because its `joinCondition` evaluated to `false`, there are two possibilities: (i) `suppressJoinFailure=yes`. Then, the event `ActivityDeadPath` is emitted. (ii) `suppressJoinFailure=no`. Then, the event `ActivityFaulted` is emitted. Besides that, `ActivityFaulted` is only raised, if a fault occurred at the execution of the activity.
There is no separate state chart for the exit activity. As soon as the exit activity has finished execution, the whole process is terminated and the exit activity does not reach the state Completing.

5.4 Changes from the Previous Version

- State Waiting is now called Executed.
- State Dead Path is now called Dead.
- “Parent activity faults or incoming event Terminate_Activity” leads to the state change to Terminated. Before, “Process terminated” lead to that state change.
- Renamed “process terminated” to “process exited” in the transitions.
- Renamed event Activity_Complete to Activity_Completed to be consistent with the naming of the final state Completed.
- A fault in the process is handled by the transition to Terminated. The former model handled that with a transition to Faulted.
- In case the join condition of an activity is evaluated to false and suppressJoinFailure is set to no, the activity throws a fault. This is reflected in the transition from Inactive to Faulted.
- Activity_Terminated (instead of Activity_Faulted is sent if a fault of a preceding activity has occurred and was not handled by that activity.
- New incoming events Skip_Activity, Suppress_Fault and Terminate_Activity.
- New state Waiting for Propagation. The activity waits for the custom controller to decide whether the activity should propagate or suppress the fault.
- New transition from Ready to Completing. This transition has been introduced by Schroth [21] to allow skipping activities.

5.5 Missing Features

The event model neither allows for suspending a single activity nor signals such a suspension. Such a partial suspension is motivated by processes offering parts of themselves as subprocesses [16]. When adding such a feature, the state chart has to distinguish between long-running and short-running activities: long-running activities
5.5 Missing Features

may be suspended at the states Ready, Executing, and Completing, whereas short-running activities may suspended during the states Ready and Completing. This is similar to the requirements by the BPEL specification, where short-running activities are not terminated if a fault occurs.

A distinction between long-running and short-running activities also refines the transition to Terminated. In the case of short-running activities, the condition on the transition from Executing to Terminated changes: only “process exited” would be the condition.

The join condition itself and the evaluation result cannot be modified. Skipping an activity is only possible by using the incoming event Skip_Activity. The states of links can be modified by as described in Section 9.
6 Scope State Model

Figure 6.1 presents the state chart for a scope activity. It is a supergraph of the state model of activities. In the following, we describe the additional transitions and states.
Figure 6.1: Scope State Chart
6.1 States

In the following, the states additional to activity’s states are described:

**Compensated** The scope has been successfully compensated.

**Compensation Executing** The scope compensates.

**Completed with Fault** A fault has been handled in a fault handler of scope and has not been rethrown.

**Executing with Running Event Handler(s)** As soon as an event handler is triggered, the scope executes this event handler *in parallel* to its child activity.

**Executing without Running Event Handler(s)** The scope executes and has no event handlers running.

**Fault Handling** The scope handles an encountered fault.

**Finished** The scope may not be compensated any more. This state is reached if the scope activity has completed and the process instance reached a final state.

**Termination Handling** The scope handles its termination.

6.2 Outgoing Events

In the following, the outgoing events additional to activity’s outgoing events are described:

**Scope_Compensating** This event is fired, when a completed scope’s compensation handler is invoked by the engine or if the incoming event **Compensate_Scope** is notified.

**Scope_Compensated** This event is fired as soon as the compensation handler of a scope is finished.

**Scope_Complete_With_Fault** This event is fired, when a scope completes (see **Activity_Complete**) after handling a fault that was not rethrown in the scope’s fault handler. In case the fault is rethrown, the event **Activity_Faulted** is fired.

**Scope_Event_Handling_Ended** This event is fired, when a scope’s event handler finished executing.

**Scope_Handling_Event** This event is fired, when a scope’s event handler (**onAlarm** or **onMessage**) starts executing (incoming message received or alarm occurred/fired).

**Scope_Handling_Fault** This event is fired, when a scope’s fault handler is invoked. The fault handler may be an implicit or explicit fault handler.
6 Scope State Model

**Scope_Handling_Termination**  This event is fired upon activation of the scope’s termination handler.

Upon a process exit, the state **Terminated** is reached without invoking a termination handler and firing an event from the activity. The subscribers are notified by the event **Instance_Terminated** fired for the process instance.

There is no event **Scope_Termination_Handling_Ended** as the **Activity_Terminated** denotes the same.

Event handling is modeled in the nested states **Executing without Running Event Handler(s)** and **Executing with Running Event Handler(s)**. A scope executes its child activity and processes incoming events in parallel.

6.3 Incoming Events

In the following, the incoming events additional to activity’s incoming events are described:

**Compensate_Scope**  This event leads to a compensation of a completed scope.

**Fault_To_Scope**  This event triggers fault handling of the scope. The fault handling is started as if the fault was raised by an activity nested in the scope.

6.4 Changes from the Previous Version

- WS-BPEL 2.0’s termination handlers are supported by state **Termination Handling**. The additional event **Scope_Handling_Termination** signals that the scope started with termination handling.

- Event **Compensated** renamed to **Scope_Compensated**.

- **EventHandling** is not a separate any more. A scope activity continues executing its child while handling events. This is now reflected in the nested state **Executing with Running Event Handlers**.

- For symmetry reasons to the states of activities, **Complete** has been renamed to **Completed**.

- The state **FaultHandling_NoHandler** has been removed. This state has been introduced to support fragmented scopes [10]. A semantic equivalent behavior can be achieved when skipping the activity nested in a fault handler by the subscriber.
6.5 Missing Features

- Removed the incoming event **Compensated**. The same behavior can be achieved when sending **Compensate_Scope** and skipping the activity nested in the compensation handler.
- Renamed **CompletedWithFault** to **Completed with Fault**.

6.5 Missing Features

The event model does not allow to do a more generic state change of a scope. For instance, going from termination back to running is impossible. The same applies for compensation.

There is no possibility to block the execution of the termination handler directly. As the concrete implementation of a termination handler is done via an activity, a skipping or blocking of the termination handler has to be done by skipping or blocking that activity.

Similar to the case of the termination handler, the execution of a compensation handler has to be blocked by handling the nested activity in the compensation handler.

Faults being thrown out of a compensation handler are not treated.
An invoke activity may have explicit fault handlers and an explicit compensation handler assigned. Such an invoke activity is semantically equivalent to a scope activity, where the invoke activity is nested. The invoke activity has no handlers assigned. The handlers are assigned to the scope activity. There are two approaches to deal with invokes having handlers attached: (i) Following the “unfolding” and producing events for the scope (with handlers) and the nested invoke activity. (ii) Treating the invoke activity as scope and not producing additional events for the nested invoke activity. (iii) Add a separate state chart for an invoke activity supporting fault and compensation handling.

We follow the second approach to keep the intention that the invoke activity is still a single activity. The state chart is presented in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Invoke State Chart
As invoke activities may not have termination handlers and event handlers assigned, the corresponding transitions and events have been removed. The state **Executing** has been replaced by the states **Preparing Message**, **Message Prepared**, and **Invoking**. The state **Message Prepared** is important to enable modification of message headers before the actual invocation.

### 7.1 States

In the following, the states additional to scope’s states are described:

- **Invoking** The external service is invoked. In case of a synchronous invoke, the activity remains in this state until the reply message is received.

- **Message Prepared** The message is prepared. Now, it can be inspected and modified externally.

- **Preparing Message** The invoke activity prepares the message to be sent.

### 7.2 Outgoing Events

In the following, the outgoing events additional to scope’s outgoing events are described:

- **Invoking** The activity begins with invoking the external service.

- **Message_Prepared** The outgoing message is prepared.

### 7.3 Incoming Events

In the following, the incoming events additional to scope’s incoming events are described:

- **Continue** This event is used to unblock the state **Message Prepared** after required message modifications have been done.
7 The Invoke Activity

7.4 Changes from the Previous Version

The explicit state model for an invoke activity did not exist in the previous event model.

7.5 Missing Features

The invoke activity state model inherits the missing features of the scope activity (cf. Section 6.5).
8 Loop State Model

The state chart provided in Figure 8.1 presents the general state chart for loops in BPEL processes. Loops are the sequential forEach activity, the repeatUntil activity, and the while activity.

![Loop State Chart](image)

**Figure 8.1: Loop State Chart**
8 Loop State Model

8.1 States

In the following, the states additional to activity’s states are described:

**Execute Child Activity and Evaluate Loop Condition** The child activity is executed.

**Iteration Complete** The loop iteration is complete. A blocking custom controller signals the start of the next loop iteration. This state has been introduced to support fragmented loops [10].

**Waiting for Decision** The activity waits for the custom controller to decide whether the loop should do another run or the loop iteration should finished. In case there is no blocking custom controller subscribed, the result of the evaluation is used directly.

8.2 Outgoing Events

In the following, the outgoing events additional to activity’s outgoing events are described:

**Loop\_Condition\_False** This event is fired when the loop condition has been evaluated to false. We need this event for fragmented loops to tell other fragments the loop condition, because only one fragment is able to evaluate the loop condition for all.

**Loop\_Condition\_True** This event is fired when the loop condition has been evaluated to true. This event is needed for the fragmented loops scenario to tell other fragments the loop condition, because only one fragment is able to evaluate the loop condition for the loop.

**Loop\_Iteration\_Complete** This event is fired when an iteration of a loop is complete and (in the case of a while activity) before the loop-condition is re-evaluated. This event is especially important for fragmented loops [10], where it is necessary to synchronize the individual fragments.

8.3 Incoming Events

In the following, the incoming events additional to activity’s incoming events are described:
8.4 Note on Parallel forEach Activities

Continue Loop Execution This event lets the loop continue its execution. For instance, in the case of the repeatUntil loop in the transition from Waiting for Decision, this leads to an execution of the activity nested in the loop.

Finish Loop Execution This event forbids an additional loop run. The loop has finished looping and now is in the state Completing.

Similar to repeatUntil and while activities, the sequential forEach activities signal by the events Loop Condition False and Loop Condition True whether the forEach loop is complete. This can be overridden by the events Continue Loop Execution and Finish Loop Execution.

8.4 Note on Parallel forEach Activities

The parallel forEach activity is not treated as loop. The parallel forEach activity determines the number of children before the child activity starts. Therefore, the events Loop Condition True and Loop Condition False are unnecessary. The parallel forEach activity does not (sequentially) iterate over the children. Therefore, the event Loop Iteration Complete is misleading and is dropped. A completion of one iteration can be observed by the Activity Complete of a child activity. A The looping condition is evaluated once at the start of the loop. A fault in that case is propagated using the event Activity Faulted. These facts lead to the state model presented for plain activities in Section 5.

8.5 Changes from the Previous Version

- The transitions from Executing to Waiting and Complete have been removed: A loop may only be left through the state Waiting for Decision.

- The external event Continue Loop has been used in the condition from Iteration Complete to Executing. This event has been renamed to Continue Loop Execution, which in turn is used from Check Condition to Execution.

- State Waiting for Decision has been renamed to Waiting for Decision to reflect that the condition has already been evaluated by the engine, but the custom controller has the decision to override the evaluation.
8.6 Missing Features

Currently, there is no way to modify the `startCounterValue`, `finalCounterValue`, and `completionCondition`. Their values are determined at the beginning of `Executing`. Using the current event model, a `forEach` loop may be set as completed or may be continued using the external events `Finish_Loop_Execution` or `Continue_Loop_Execution`. A setting of specific start values and final values is not possible. A future version of the event model should introduce an additional state to separate the determination of their values and beginning of execution of the child activity.

Similar to the case of `startcounterValue` etc., it is not possible to change the looping condition itself.

As the repeat until loop and the while loop are represented in one diagram, the state transitions between `Execute Child Activity and Evaluate Loop Condition`, `Iteration Complete`, and `Waiting for Decision` are not exact. In case different state charts for the different loop types were introduced, the transitions would be more precise.
9 Link State Model

The state chart provided in Figure 9.1 presents the general state chart for links in BPEL processes.

9.1 States

**Evaluated** The value of the link has been determined. This value can be overridden by the external event `Set_Link_State`. In case there is no blocking custom controller, the outgoing transitions depend on the evaluation result. In case the link evaluated to true, the transition to state **True** is taken, otherwise the transition to state **False** is taken.

**False** The link status is false.

![Link State Chart](image-url)

Figure 9.1: Link State Chart
9 Link State Model

Faulted, Fault Not Propagated Link evaluation faulted and the fault has not been propagated to the enclosing scope.

Faulted, Fault Propagated Link evaluation faulted and the fault has been propagated to the enclosing scope.

Initial The link is not instantiated.

Ready The link is ready for evaluation.

True The link status is true.

Undetermined The status of the link is not determined.

Waiting for Propagation Request In case a fault occurred during evaluation, a custom controller may suppress this fault. The link has to wait for this decision, modeled by this state.

9.2 Outgoing Events

Evaluation_Faulted This event is fired if the evaluation of the link lead to a fault.

Link_False The event is fired when the transition condition on a link has been evaluated to false.

Link_Ready This event is fired when a Link is ready for evaluation, i.e. immediately after its source activity has been completed.

Link_Set_False This event is fired if the link status is set to false.

Link_Set_TRUE This event is fired if the link status is set to true.

Link_TRUE The event is fired when the transition condition on a link has been evaluated to true.

In the case of dead-path-elimination, the sequence Link_Ready, Link_False, Link_Set_False is emitted.

9.3 Incoming Events

Set_Link_State This events indicates that the result of the evaluation should be ignored and the link status should be set to a value contained in this event.
9.4 Changes from the Previous Version

- Events Link_Set_True and Link_Set_False introduced to signal the concrete status of the links.
- The event Link_Evaluated has been split to the events Link_False and Link_True to be consistent to the loop events Loop_Condition_False and Loop_Condition_True.
- New event Evaluation_Faulted with the succeeding states.

9.5 Missing Features

The transition condition of a link cannot be modified externally.
10 Variable State Model

This section describes the states of variables (Figure 10.1), variables holding a message (Figure 10.2), partner links (Figure 10.3), and correlation sets (Figure 10.4). The BPEL specification does not treat message headers. In practice, message headers contain information needed for a proper workflow execution. Therefore, events are added to handle message headers.

10.1 States

**Active** The variable is available.

**Deleted** The variable is not available any more.

**Initial** The variable is not available.

![Variable State Chart](image)

Figure 10.1: Variable State Chart
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Figure 10.2: Message Variable State Chart

Figure 10.3: Partner Link State Chart

Figure 10.4: Correlation Set State Chart
10.2 Outgoing Events

In the following, the outgoing events additional to activity’s outgoing events are described:

**CorrelationSetModification** In case a property of a correlation set changes, this event is fired.

**PartnerLinkModification** This event is fired in case a partner link changes.

**VariableModification** This event is fired in case a variable is modified.

10.3 Incoming Events

**Read_PartnerLink** Using this event, the concrete value of a partner link can be read. As reply to this event, the event **PartnerLink_Read** is sent. This event is not distributed to all subscribers, but directly sent to the requester.

**Read_Variable** Using this event, the concrete value of a variable can be read. As reply to this event, the event **Variable_Read** containing the content of the variable is sent. In case the variable is a message variable, the content of the message body is sent. This event is not distributed to all subscribers, but directly sent to the requester.

**Write_PartnerLink** Using this event, a subscriber may modify the value of a partner link. Upon completion of the write, the event **PartnerLink_Modification** is generated.

**Write_Message_Header** Using this event, a subscriber may modify the value of the complete header of a message variable. Upon completion of the write, the event **Message_Header_Modification** is generated.

**Write_Message_Header_Field** Using this event, a subscriber may modify the value of an existing header field. In case the addressed header field does not exist, a new header field is added. Upon completion of the write, the event **Message_Header_Modification** is generated.

**Write_Variable** Using this event, a subscriber may modify the value of a variable. In case the variable is a message variable, the message body is updated. Upon completion of the write, the event **Variable_Modification** is generated.

In case a correlation set has to be modified, the respective variables have to be modified using **Write_Variable**.

An alternative solution to update message variables is to introduce separate events for the message body and let the variable events tackle the whole variable including header.
and body. We do not follow this approach as the BPEL specification treats the message body as variable and lets the engines internally handle the message header.

10.4 Changes from the Previous Version

Events for variables did not exist in the previous event model.

10.5 Missing Features

If the scope of the variable is left, it is possible that the variable is still available for reading operations. This is not reflected in the model.
11 Information Contained in the Events

An event has to contain information to enable assignment to the corresponding process instance, activity instance, link instance, or variable instance.

In the following, we discuss the minimal set of IDs in case the events arrive in order as created by the engine (event stream semantics) and the whole event stream is available. For instance, this is the case if the BPEL engine directly stores the events in an audit trail DB. If, however, events are sent to a pub/sub infrastructure, in general it is not guaranteed that they will arrive in order to a subscriber (e.g., an event correlation engine). In that case, either an event reordering has to take place first or the event correlation statements cannot assume event stream semantics (but event cloud semantics instead) and can get more complicated. For the latter case, we discuss which additional information has to be added to the events by the engine to simplify event correlation.

To uniquely identify a process model, following information is required:

- QName of the process model.
- version number of the process model.

The version number is optional: Certain engines allow for handling different versions of a process model with the same QName. Apache ODE is one example.

To uniquely identify a process instance, following information is required:

- globally unique instance ID of the process instance.

Usually, the unique instance ID is generated by the BPEL engine. This instance ID should be unique across BPEL engine installations to enable custom controllers to be subscribed to different BPEL engines. The instance ID has to be sent at least once together with the unique ID of the corresponding process model. Typically, this happens as part of the event Process_Instantiated, which is the first event triggered for a new process instance. In practice, both IDs can be sent at each event.

To uniquely identify an activity instance, following information is required:

- an XPath expression, which uniquely identifies the construct in the process model.
- globally unique instance ID of the process instance.
- unique instance ID of the innermost scope instance, where the activity is nested in
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- unique instance ID of the activity instance

An activity can be uniquely identified in the process model by using an XPath expression. In case the activity is nested in loops or event handlers, several instances may exist in a single process instance.

In case the activity is nested in a `repeatUntil` loop, a `while` loop, or in a sequential `forEach` activity, activity instances (of the same activity in the model) are executed once per iteration in a sequential manner. As a consequence, they can be distinguished and ordered based on the event creation timestamps. Alternatively, a loop iteration number can be added to the events. Consequently, the event `Activity_Executed` for loop activities should contain the overall number of iterations performed.

In case an activity is nested in a parallel `forEach` construct or an event handler, it is also always nested in a scope as this is required by the BPEL specification. To distinguish parallel instances of such a scope, each scope instance has to be assigned an instance ID. Events for activities nested in such a scope have to include the instance ID of the (innermost) scope. This enables assignment of an activity instance to the corresponding scope instance. In case such a nested activity is again a scope (from which several scope instances can run in parallel), in addition its own activity instance ID has to be included into the event.

As we do not want to distinguish between different types of activities and scenarios (e.g., whether the model contains parallel for each statements or not), we simply assign all of the above four identifiers to each activity instance.

To uniquely identify `links`, `variables`, `partner links`, `correlation sets`, following information is required:

- unique instance ID of the process instance.
- unique instance ID of the scope where the element is declared.
- an XPath expression uniquely identifying the construct in the process model.

Each outgoing event has to contain a unique event ID to be able to correlate incoming events driving the element state.

Incoming events not related to a preceding outgoing event have to contain information to enable identification of elements (activities, variables, partner links) where the corresponding action should be taken. This information is the same as stated above for the case of outgoing events.
12 Implementation and Application

The pluggable framework for extended BPEL behavior [11] shows an architecture where the presented event model can be used. This concept has been implemented in the Apache ODE engine v1.3.4 and is available at http://www.iaas.uni-stuttgart.de/forschung/projects/ODE-PGF/. A detailed description of the implementation is provided by Steinmetz [24].

In the following, we present a short overview on projects using the eventing framework. Details can be found in the provided references.

Karastoyanova et al. use the eventing framework to add flexibility to workflows. Concrete service implementations can be bound during the runtime of the workflow within the workflow engine [6, 7].


Sonntag and Karastoyanova [22] use the framework for enabling the explorative development of scientific workflows, an approach called “Model-As-You-Go”. A process instance is kept alive if it runs out of work. Further process logic can be appended and the instance resumed. Completion of process instances is done explicitly by the scientists themselves.

Khalaf [13] uses the framework to coordinate split loops and scopes. Parts of the split loops and scopes are called fragments. The idea is presented by Khalaf and Leymann [9]. Concrete coordination protocols are presented by Khalaf and Leymann [10]. Khalaf et al. [12] show how data dependencies across fragments can be kept.

Kopp et al. [14] discuss the interplay of an external transaction and the transaction of a BPEL scope. Henke [3] uses the eventing framework to coordinate such an interplay.

Kopp and Leymann present the idea of a choreography sphere [15]. This sphere spans multiple BPEL processes and introduces a fault and compensation dependency. Kopp et al. [18] extend the concept to support scientific simulations. An implementation of the concept based on the eventing framework is presented by Bors [2] and Steinmetz [24]. Bischof [1] extended the concept of a choreography sphere to interaction choreographies and presents an implementation using the eventing framework.

Kopp et al. [17] present an approach to monitor and prevent violations of choreography models on the enterprise service bus. The implementation is based on Apache Service Mix, Apache ODE, and the presented eventing framework.
Wetzstein et al. [26] use the eventing framework to measure performance of a BPEL process. Wetzstein et al. [27] extend this approach to monitor the execution and performance of choreographies.

Zaid et al. [28] use the eventing framework to monitor the QoS of the process and to skip or replace activities upon a QoS violation.
13 Monitoring-only Event Model

There are scenarios requiring passive monitoring only. In this case, an engine may offer a simplified event model by removing states and state transitions, which have been introduced into the model for supporting active control. This simplified event model can be created as follows: (i) all incoming events are removed from state transition triggers; (ii) if the removed incoming event was the only trigger of the state transition, then that state transition is removed and the target state also can be removed if it now has no incoming transitions any more; (iii) if the removed incoming event denoted a default transition (see Section 2) then effectively this transition does not have a trigger anymore and the two states $A \rightarrow B$ with such a default transition can be merged as follows: $A$ is removed together with its outgoing transitions (they are in our case either a subset of outgoing transitions of $B$ or $B$ is an end state and thus they are not needed any more); incoming transitions of $A$ become incoming transitions of $B$ whereby the fired events on those incoming transitions are adapted to reflect that now $B$ is reached.

Consider as an example the activity state model presented in Section 5. The transition from Ready to Executed can be removed as it is only triggered via an incoming event. The transition from Ready to Executing is a default transition. Thus, Ready can be removed and a transition is added from Inactive to Executing whereby the event Activity_Executing is fired. In the same manner the states Completing and Waiting for Propagation Request can be removed. An engine implementing the overall event model can expose the simplified event model to subscribers by implementing a corresponding event filter. Figure 13.1 presents the result.

---

**Figure 13.1: Activity Monitoring-Only State Chart**
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Both event models cannot be used at the same time for a process instance (by different clients), because a blocking subscriber may force state transitions, which are not valid in the simplified event model (e.g., skipping an activity results in Activity_Executed without prior Activity Executing).
### 14 Conclusion

This report has presented a generic event model for WS-BPEL 2.0. The event model can be used to monitor running processes. Additionally, the event model offers clients to change the behavior of the process according to their needs. The event model has been implemented using the open source Apache ODE engine.

The presented event model supports both passive monitoring and active control of process execution by external applications via incoming events. We discussed in Section 13 a way to derive a monitoring-only event model out of the presented event model. The drawback of such a monitoring-only event model is that it cannot be used together with the presented event model as the presented event model allows for skipping events being mandatory in the monitoring-only event model.
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